Customer Satisfaction
Low- and moderate-income subscribers indicated that helping the environment and saving money are the two most important issues that motivate them to participate in community solar programs.

Most subscribers who pay a premium for their subscription are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with their community solar program.

LMI Community Solar Growth
Most existing community solar capacity, and most of the community solar capacity serving LMI households, is deployed in states with enabling legislation. Further, subscriber savings in states with enabling legislation is twice that of states without.

Analysis of Solar Project Finance Research
LMI inclusion and participation rate varies across programs, ranging from between 10% and 100% with the average number of LMI households served by a project being 148.

The four most significant barriers to LMI CS Development were “Project/Portfolio Size”, “Risk Mitigation”, “Host Site negotiations including navigating affordable housing regulations”, and “Time needed to structure and execute the deal”.

97% Percentage of LMI Projects that took advantage of Investment Tax Credits